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superstitions also, of a widespread and primitive type. On
the fifth day of life Greek babies received presents of octopuses
and cuttlefish.1 Greeks did eat such things, so the presents
would be not unacceptable to the child's mother ; but the
point of the present was to give the child a good grip on the
good things of life. Frazer 2 compares the Cherokees, who
scratch their children's hands with the claws of a live red
crawfish, for the same purpose. So, much later, Aelian 3
assures us that to eat the flesh of the wakeful nightingale
was a cure for excessive somnolence ; that the gall of an
eagle, rubbed on the eyes, would give eagle sight even to the
half-blind ; and that raven's eggs, rubbed on grey hair,
would make it black again. Such beliefs are world-wide, but
once more the Cherokees are convenient.4 Among them the
fisherman ties the carnivorous plant " Venus' fly-trap "
to his fish-trap, chews the plant while he works and spits
on the bait—all to infect his apparatus with the " catchiness "
of the plant. And members of a Cherokee team for the national
ball-game will avoid eating the flesh of the hog-sucker, lest
its sluggish ways should make them slow, or rabbit, lest
they become timorous; and their friends, sad to relate,
will make soup of rabbits' hamstrings and sprinkle it surrepti-
tiously in their opponents' path.
In Greece the disease jaundice was called ikteros; and
this happened to be also the name of some species of yellow
bird; so of course the bird was thought to be a remedy
for the disease, by a sort of homoeopathic treatment; just
as South German peasants sometimes keep the gay-coloured
crossbill as a cage-bird as a preventive against the skin-
disease called St. Anthony's fire.5 Another example of homoeo-
pathic " preventive medicine" is that when a Greek
died of dropsy it was thought advisable that his children
should sit with their feet in water until his cremation was
finished, lest the disease should attack them.6
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